Portrait Placement on windows donated for the
Her Legacy: Women of Fort Collins art-in-public places exhibit.
DBA Living Her Legacy
This is an example of the portraits placement on the windows on the Northside of the CooperSmith’s
Brewery. There will be four portraits per window. The set of four portraits will be digitally reproduced onto
a graffiti protected metal weatherproof panel, and each portrait panel will fit into each window which will be
surrounded by one bronze locking beautiful frame created by our woman sculptor.
Each portrait will have the woman’s name and brief accomplishment description on bottom left of portrait
and on bottom right of portrait will be the QR code (to our website) and our website url.
The four portraits will cover the top 98% of each window and be equal in size. At the bottom of each
window will be one logo of the portrait window business sponsor and below windows will be project donors.
This is the East entrance to the Old Town area of Fort Collins. We are the renovation project for this East
entrance into this historic Old Town area.
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The individuals are the Legacy Project Chair/Executive Director and the Legacy Project Art Director.

DBA Living Her Legacy Artist Portraits Process for
Her Legacy: Women of Fort Collins art exhibit ~ Artist Process ~

Artist explanation of portrait process:
This is the second portrait created for Her Legacy: Women of Fort Collins project. This is a 6-color reduction
woodcut of Betty Aragon-Mitotes. A photograph was taken of Betty and it is simplified digitally on the
computer. The altered image of Betty is then transferred to the wood block, the cutting process begins. I
start with the lightest colors first, and after each color is printed, its equivalent shape is cut away as the next
color is prepared to print. I did use a bit of masking: this means that I would cut out shapes of paper to
protect areas of the evolving print from remnants of the darker colors, so as to protect their integrity. These
masking papers act as a protective barrier.
Original Photo to work from:

Artist:
Rachael Lyn Davis

Process #1:
Betty’s image is
transferred to the
woodblock with
carbon paper. Using
the wood cutting
knives I begin the
wood cutting process.

Step 2:
The station is prepared
to mix the colored inks.

Portrait completed AUG 7, 2015 for
the art project in Old Town Square
district of Fort Collins, Colorado.
This image and the other attached
image pdf are examples of what the
notable women to be recognized in
our ‘Her Legacy: Women of Fort
Collins’ art-in-public places project will
look like.

Process #3:
The press is
prepared to print
the first color.

Process #4:
Detail of the first
color

Process #5:
The print showing first
and second color
completed.

Process #6:
The wood block has
been cut away
significantly and the
third color is applied.

Process #7:
A print showing
three colors
completed.

Process #8:
The fourth and
fifth colors are now
added to the wood
block and printed
on to the existing
three color print of
Betty.

Process #9:
The finished
print with the
final color
added.

The project began with just one artist and at this time,
December, 2019, we have three women artists. Each will
create four (4) portraits for a window so that each
window of portraits will be done by the same artist.
The process is the same, the outcome of each portrait will
be slightly different per artist experience and talent.

